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Abstract 
 
Research projects around Australia have diagnosed subsoil constraints including nutrient deficiencies that cause yield 
limitations. This study reports the mapping of subsoil phosphorus (Colwell P) and potassium (Colwell K) values to 
generate awareness of these subsoil constraints among advisors and growers. Surface (0-10cm)- and subsoil analytical 
results (10-20 cm and 20-30 cm) from CSBP’s laboratory have been used to highlight P and K availability The maps 
identified a heterogenous soil nutrient profile, revealing subsoil limitations of P and K in many areas of Western 
Australia. A trend towards a higher contrast of P levels at depth was noted especially for the heavier textured soils in the 
medium to high rainfall zone. More subsoil or plant tissue testing is recommended to confirm the decline in P and K 
availability from subsoils. Regular soil sampling of the top 30cm of soil that contains the main root volume for nutrient 
uptake of most broadacre crops grown in WA is recommended to better understand nutrient requirements.  
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Introduction 
 
Many factors can cause crop yield limitations and often these factors don’t act in isolation. Low nutrient values of 
phosphorus (P) or potassium (K) can give some indications of potential yield limitations, but other factors need to be 
considered before increasing for example subsoil P or K values. To overcome subsoil nutrient deficiencies Ma et al 
(2009) listed other co-related factors that determined the effectiveness of deep placed fertilisers to overcome yield 
reductions. Among them are environmental factors, such as soil types, seasonal conditions and crop type. Continuous P 
and K stratification is affecting the effectiveness of deep placed fertilisers, as nutrients are applied mainly to the top 10 
cm of soil, crops redistribute nutrients, ie K (Edwards, 1993) from deeper soil layers to the surface and no-till 
management practices prevent soil mixing and the development of a more homogenous soil profile. This is changing soil 
chemical properties along the soil profile. It is therefore hypothesised that subsoil deficiencies are widespread and 
pronounced in WA and deeper placement of fertiliser (Bell et al, 2015) or adjusted fertiliser applications rates may be 
needed to address these issues to overcome potential yield limitations.  
 
Methods 
 
Currently about 60,000 – 70,000 soil samples per annum are analysed from WA at the CSBP Soil & Plant Laboratory 
(accredited by Australasian Soil and Plant Analysis Council). Topsoil and subsoil data is pooled from the last three soil 
testing seasons to increase the amount of data (growers in WA tend to sample the same paddock only once every 3-5 
years). It is assumed that analytical values have not changed dramatically over the last three years. Soil test data from 
2016-2019 have been mapped for soil P and K at different depths. Georeferenced soil data has been selected for 0-10cm, 
10-20 cm and 20-30 cm depth. In total, the maps display 100,000 samples for 0-10 cm, 7,800 samples for 10-20 cm and 
5,800 samples for 20-30 cm. For the plotting of results, ranges have been chosen for cereals and canola to represent low 
levels (Colwell P < 16, Colwell K < 31), marginal levels (Colwell P 16-30, Colwell K 31-60), sufficient levels (Colwell P 
31-45, Colwell K 61-90) and high levels (Colwell P > 45, Colwell K > 90). 
 
 
Results 
 
The survey of soil test data at different depths shows clearly higher P and K values in the topsoil layer,   compared with 
the subsoils (Fig. 1). The difference in K levels with depth appears to be greater than for P levels. Subsoil K levels are 
low in many areas, whereas, a trend can be seen on the heavier textured soils in the medium to high rainfall zone, which 
showed the highest contrast in P levels.  
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Figure 1.  The spatial distribution of Colwell P (left) and Colwell K (right) in 0-10 (top), 10-20 (middle) and 20-30cm (bottom) 
soil of the WA grain belt. 
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Discussion 
 
Spatial trends of the soil test data at different depths confirm the hypothesis that subsoil P and K deficiencies are likely to 
be widespread and would warrant to trial deeper placement of P and K fertilisers or higher rates for topsoil applications, 
especially as a risk management strategies when encountering dry periods or when crops are early sown. 
 
Nutrients have generally been applied to the surface in cropping in WA, so soil fertility decreases with soil depth. Thusthe 
soil profile distribution of particularly P and K would be an important additional consideration for the yield response, 
depending on soil type, seasonal conditions and crop type (Ma et al, 2009), because those two nutrients are relatively 
immobile when compared with ie nitrogen or sulfur and therefore may increase the surface to subsoil P and K contrast 
over time.  
 
It has been reported that much of WA has accumulated good P reserves, but P availability in the subsoil appears to be 
low, not just because of low Colwell P values but also because of possible subsoil acidity in many places. 
 
If only topsoil is sampled then plant tissue testing is highly recommended to improve the understanding of potential 
nutrient limitation on production during the season as the plant roots extract nutrients and water from subsoils.   
 
Conclusions 
 
CSBP soil test data indicate lower soil fertility (P, K) when compared with the surface soil layer. This may have 
implications for fertiliser management. In order to continue achieving a high production there needs to be some 
consideration for the entire soil profile that crops extract nutrients and water from. Deeper P and K placement, higher 
topsoil P and K rates or cultivation of at least top 30 cm with fertiliser incorporated may be needed to overcome subsoil 
constraints in many areas of WA.   
 
These results are not intended for the use of giving fertiliser advice. They are simply drawing attention to broad nutrient 
needs of P, K (not limited anymore to only coastal sandy areas) as well as making advisors and growers aware of nutrient 
changes with depths in different locations of WA. Further research is needed to understand how subsoil limitations of P 
and K limit crop yield and what management strategies could be used to alleviate these limitations.  
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